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Lesson&1(&Power&



Which&car&has&more%power%to%go%fast?&
Why?&&

old%car% new%truck%

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Old_car.jpg&
By&Carlos&Goul�o&(Old&car&&Uploaded&by&oxyman)&[CC(BY(2.0&(h3p://

creaNvecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&

&

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chevy_Silverado_pick_up_truck.JPG&
By&MobiusDaXter&(Own&work)&[CC(BY(SA(3.0&(h3p://creaNvecommons.org/

licenses/by(sa/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



1.&Which&person&has&more%power%to%li4%the%
table?&&&Why?&

small%girl% strong%man%
h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vietnam_Girl%27s_Smile.jpgBy&
Petr&&&Bara&Ruzicka&from&Prague,&CZ&(Smile)&[CC(BY(2.0&(h3p://

creaNvecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Navy_060904(
N(1328C(033_Equipment_Operator_2nd_Luis_MarNnez_competes_in_Cam

p_Lemonier_Labor_Day_Strong_Man_CompeNNon.jpg&By&U.S.&Navy&photo&

by&Chief&Mass&CommunicaNon&Specialist&Eric&A.&Clement&[Public&domain],&via&

Wikimedia&Commons&



2.&Which&person&has&more%power%to%get%a%good%job?&&
Why?&&

college%graduate%man%in%jail%

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Middlebury_College_GraduaNon.jpg&By&Alexisrael&
(Own&work)&[CC(BY(SA(3.0&(h3p://creaNvecommons.org/licenses/by(sa/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&

Commons&



3.&Which&person&has&more%power%to%buy%a%house?&&
Why?&&

homeless%man%
professional%basketball%player%
h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Carmelo_Anthony_Nuggets.jpg&By&Keith&Allison&from&
Owings&Mills,&USA&(Carmelo&Anthony)&[CC(BY(SA(2.0&(h3p://creaNvecommons.org/licenses/

by(sa/2.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Homeless_Man.jpg&By&Ma3hew&
Woitunski&(Own&work)&[CC(BY(3.0&(h3p://creaNvecommons.org/licenses/

by/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



4.&Which&people&have&more%power%to%survive%in%
nature?&&Why?&&

hunter%with%bow%and%arrow% army%with%guns%

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org&By&Pfc.&Jose&Mendez&Jr.&[Public&domain],&via&
Wikimedia&Commons&

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Siberian_Hunter.jpg&By&
Rneufeld&(Own&work)&[CC(BY(SA(3.0&(h3p://creaNvecommons.org/

licenses/by(sa/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



5.&Which&people&have&more%power%to%kill%
someone?%&Why?&&

hunter%with%bow%and%arrow% army%with%guns%

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org&By&Pfc.&Jose&Mendez&Jr.&[Public&domain],&via&
Wikimedia&Commons&

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Siberian_Hunter.jpg&By&
Rneufeld&(Own&work)&[CC(BY(SA(3.0&(h3p://creaNvecommons.org/

licenses/by(sa/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



6.&Which&people&have&more%power%to%take%
control%of%another%country?%&Why?&&

hunter%with%bow%and%arrow% army%with%guns%

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org&By&Pfc.&Jose&Mendez&Jr.&[Public&domain],&via&
Wikimedia&Commons&

h3p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Siberian_Hunter.jpg&By&
Rneufeld&(Own&work)&[CC(BY(SA(3.0&(h3p://creaNvecommons.org/

licenses/by(sa/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



Lesson 2 

Unit 3 Social Studies                                                              Bridges to Academic Success                                                                    Draft, Winter 2014 

 

Why do people celebrate 

Independence Day?  

 



Lesson&2:&Independence&Day&



How$do$people$in$the$world$
celebrate$Independence$Day?$

Lesson&2&



United&States&
&

By&U.S.&Navy&photo&by&Mass&Communica>on&Specialist&3rd&Class&Stephen&Oleksiak&[Public&domain],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



Turkmenistan&

By&KerriKJo&Stewart&from&Vancouver,&Canada&(Independence&Day&Parade)&[CCKBYK2.0&(hTp://crea>vecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)],&via&Wikimedia&
Commons&



India$

hTp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Independence_Day_Celebra>ons_in_School.jpg&By&VKExcel&Educa>onal&Trust&(Own&work)&[CCKBYKSAK4.0&(hTp://crea>vecommons.org/
licenses/byKsa/4.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



Israel$

hTp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Independence_Day_Fireworks_in_Yokneam.jpg&By& אדוט&רועי &(Yokneam&City&Hall)&[Public&domain],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



South$Sudan$

hTp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:South_Sudan_independence_celebra>on.jpg&By&Al&Jazeera&English&(P7092491)&[CCKBYKSAK2.0&(hTp://crea>vecommons.org/licenses/byKsa/

2.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



Lesson 2- Independence Day Posters 

Collaborative Posters: Teacher Directions 
 

Instead of using a worksheet for lesson 2, have students create a visual 
representation of independence day in their country.  
 
• Consider grouping students by home country, but mixed countries will 

work as well.  
 
• Give each group a chart paper and markers.  Students draw and label 

images that capture independence day in their country.   Labels can 
be in home language and/ or English.  

 
• Groups have 15 minutes to create their poster.   

 
• Then have students circulate in a gallery walk.   Before students 

circulate explain that they must think about what they notice, what is 
similar and different, and what questions they have as they look.  

 
• Debrief by asking students to share noticings and questions.  

 
• End by asking students why they celebrate this day in their country, but 

they do not respond immediately.  They must answer this question for 
homework.  If they do not know, they must ask family members or do 
internet research to find out the significance of Independence day.  

 
• Sharing this information should be the warm up for Lesson 3.  

 
 



Lesson&3:&&Colonizers&&&
Resources&

Map&Sta7ons:&&&Create&4&map&sta7ons,&with&2&
maps&at&each&sta7on.&&Students&will&also&need&to&
use&atlases&with&poli7cal&maps&to&iden7fy&
countries&in&each&of&the&sta7on&maps.&&



1.#Where#is#Spain?#&
What&countries&did&Spain&colonize?&



1.&Natural&Resource&in&Mexico#

####Gold#is&&a&natural&
resource&in&Mexico.&&&
Gold&comes&from&under&
the&ground.&&

hIp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Gold#mediaviewer/File:Na7ve_gold_nuggets.jpg&"Na7ve&gold&nuggets".&Licensed&under&Public&domain&via&Wikimedia&Commons&T&hIp://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Na7ve_gold_nuggets.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Na7ve_gold_nuggets.jpg&



2.#Where#is#France?&
What&countries&did&France&colonize?&



2.&Natural&Resource&in&Ivory#Coast#

####Ivory#is&a&natural&
resource&in&Ivory&
Coast.&&

&&&&Ivory&comes&from&
the&tusks&of&
elephants.&&

hIp://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3a/Elephant_with_Tusks_Cut.JPGBy&Ranjithsiji&(Own&work)&[GFDL&(hIp://www.gnu.org/copyle_/fdl.html)&or&CCTBYT
SAT3.0&(hIp://crea7vecommons.org/licenses/byTsa/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



3.Where#is#England?&
What&countries&did&England&colonize?&



3.&Natural&Resource&in&Sierra#Leone#

&&&Diamonds&are&a&natural&
resource&in&Sierra&

Leone.&&Diamonds&come&

from&under&the&ground.&&

hIp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Diamonds#mediaviewer/File:Brillanten.jpg"Brillanten"&by&Mario&Sarto&T&SelfTphotographed.&Licensed&under&Crea7ve&Commons&
AIribu7onTShare&Alike&3.0&via&Wikimedia&Commons&T&hIp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brillanten.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Brillanten.jpg&



4.Where#is#Portugal?#&
What&countries&did&Portugal&colonize?&



4.&Natural&Resource&in&Brazil#

&&&&FerIle&land&is&a&
natural&resource&
in&Brazil.&&&
People&can&farm&
and&grow&many&
crops&on&good&
land.&&&

&

hIp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fer7le_agricultural_land_in_the_Stour_Valley_T_geograph.org.uk_T_1621486.jpg&Nigel&Chadwick&[CCTBYTSAT2.0&(hIp://
crea7vecommons.org/licenses/byTsa/2.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



Lesson 3 

Unit 3 Social Studies                                                              Bridges to Academic Success                                                                    Draft, Winter 2014 

 

Why do people move?  
 

 

 



Lesson 3 

Unit 3 Social Studies                                                              Bridges to Academic Success                                                                    Draft, Winter 2014 

What are the positive and 

negative effects of moving? 

 



Lesson 3- Print single sided so students can use both pages side by side.  
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Name:____________________________  Class:_________  Date:______________ 
 

Natural Resources 

        Natural resources are things from the earth that people use.   

People use these natural resources because they need them to 

survive.   Think about why people need these resources. 

 

Nouns:  What are some important natural resources?  
 

sun 

 

water 

 

trees 

 

animals 

 

plants 

 

salt 

 

 
 
Verbs:  Why do people need these resources?  
 
Directions: Translate each word into your home language or draw a picture.  
 

eat 

 

drink breathe cook stay healthy 

wash travel work keep warm 

 

grow plants 

 

give energy build houses make clothes 

 

 
 



Lesson 3- Print single sided so students can use both pages side by side.  

Unit 3 Social Studies                     Bridges to Academic Success                 Draft, Winter 2014 2 

Directions:  Complete the sentences to show how people use these natural resources.  

 

People need _____________ to _____________.  

 

People need sun to ________________,  ________________ and 

____________________. 

 

People need water to ________________, ________________,  

___________________,  _______________ and _________________. 

 

trees 

 

________________________________________________________________. 

 

animals 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

plants 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

salt 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 



Lesson 3- Print single sided so students can use both pages side by side.  
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    People need some natural resources, and people want other 

resources.    Think about why people want these resources.  

 
Nouns:  What are some important natural resources?  
 

 

 
 

gold 

 

 
 

oil 

 

 
 

spices 

 

 
cotton 

 

 
diamonds 
 

 

 
 

sugar cane 

 

 
 

tobacco 

 

 
 

coffee 

 
ivory 

 
Verbs:  Why do people want these resources?  
 
Directions: Translate each word into your home language or draw a picture.  
 

make jewelry make gas for cars drink make food taste good 

 

make clothes 

 

make cigarettes to smoke make food taste sweet 

 



Lesson 3- Print single sided so students can use both pages side by side.  
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Directions:  Complete the sentences to show how people use these natural resources.  

 

People want _____________ to _____________.  

 

People want gold, diamonds and ivory to _______________________. 

People want oil to _____________________________. 

spices 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

coffee 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

tobacco 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

sugar 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

cotton 

______________________________________________________________ 



Lesson 3- Print single sided so students can use both pages side by side.  
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Challenge #1:    

What is an important natural resource in your country?   

Why do people want or need this resource?  

 
 
            An important resource in my country is ___________________________. 
 
People _______________ this resource because ___________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
For example, ___________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Challenge #2:    

People who control natural resources have a lot of power.   Why?  

 
            People who control natural resources have a lot of power because   
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
For example,  ___________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 



Lesson 4- Haiti & Dominican Republic 

Unit 3 Social Studies                                               Bridges to Academic Success                           Draft, Winter 2014 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

language 

music 

people 

food 

sports 

resources 

Dominican Republic Haiti 



Lesson&4:&&Hispaniola&Today&

The&goal&is&for&students&to&iden7fy&similari7es&and&differences&
between&Dominican&and&Hai7an&culture&today,&and&to&make&
inferences&about&the&colonizing&country&long&ago.&&&You&will&need&
to&set&up&2&tables&with&images&of&DR,&and&2&tables&with&images&of&
Hai7.&&&Each&student&gets&a&Venn&Diagram&to&complete&with&a&
partner&for&DR&and&Hai7.&&&Debrief&the&lesson&with&students&
comparing&and&contras7ng,&as&well&as&genera7ng&ques7ons.&&



Introduc)on*to*Hispaniola*



The*World*



The*Caribbean*Islands*



What&do&you&no7ce&about&the&
geography&of&this&land?&



The&Island&of&Hispaniola*Today&

hJp://media.maps.com/magellan/Images/dominicanrepublicrah.gif&



One&island,&Two&countries*

hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dominican_Republic_flag.jpg&By&
Lars&Christopher&N�Jaasen&from&Stavanger,&Norway&(Flag&&Uploaded&by&
Smooth_O)&[CC[BY[2.0&(hJp://crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)],&via&
Wikimedia&Commons&

hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Hai7_in_snow.jpg&By&Steven&Depolo&from&
Grand&Rapids,&MI,&USA&(Hai7an&Flag&2[26[10&2&&Uploaded&by&Smooth_O)&[CC[BY[2.0&(hJp://
crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



Island*of*Hispaniola*2014*

&&Let’s&zoom*in*to&the&island&to&study&
the&island&and&its&people.&&&
– What&is&similar*between&the&two&
countries?&&
– What&is&different?&&



Images&to&Compare&&&Contrast&



Dominican*Republic*



*********people*

Dominican*Republic*

hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Luis_Cas7llo3.jpg&By&Keith&Allison&(Flickr)&[CC[BY[SA[2.0&(hJp://crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by[sa/2.0)],&via&
Wikimedia&Commons&

hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Carnival_002_4412.JPG&



language*

Dominican*Republic*
hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Young_Girl_with_Hair_Salon_Sign_[_San7ago_[_Dominican_Republic.jpg&By&Adam&Jones,&Ph.D.&(Own&work)&[CC[BY[SA[3.0&
(hJp://crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by[sa/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



*****************sports*

Dominican*Republic*
hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Young_Baseball_Player_Strikes_a_Pose_[
_San_Pedro_de_Macoris_[_Dominican_Republic.jpg&By&Adam&Jones,&Ph.D.&(Own&work)&[CC[BY[
SA[3.0&(hJp://crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by[sa/3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&

hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sosa_Spring_training.jpg&By&photo&taken&by&flickr&
user&sghmom56&(flickr)&[CC[BY[SA[2.0&(hJp://crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by[sa/2.0)],&via&
Wikimedia&Commons&



natural*resources*

Dominican*Republic*



**************music*

Dominican*Republic* hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Carnaval_dominican_republic.jpg&By&
Makedocrea7ve&(Own&work)&[CC[BY[SA[3.0&(hJp://crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by[sa/
3.0)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tambora_dominicana.jpg&By&Qerrek&

(Own&work)&[CC[BY[SA[3.0&(hJp://crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by[sa/3.0)],&via&
Wikimedia&Commons&



food*

Dominican*Republic*



Hai)*



sports*

Hai)*

hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Navy_100409[N[7948C[027_Boatswain
%27s_Mate_Seaman_Jean_Pe7orere_plays_soccer_with_children_during_a_community_outreach_project_at_Pikine17A_and_HLM_Pekine_grade_school.
jpg&By&U.S.&Navy&photo&by&Mass&Communica7on&Specialist&1st&Class&Mar7ne&Cuaron&[Public&domain],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



music*

Hai)*
hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Frisner_Augus7n_drums_for_a_Vodou_dance_in_Brookly
n,_early_1980s.jpgBy&Chantal&Regnault&[CC[BY[SA[3.0&(hJp://
crea7vecommons.org/licenses/by[sa/3.0)&or&GFDL&(hJp://
www.gnu.org/copylep/fdl.html)],&via&Wikimedia&Commons&



people*

Hai)*

hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wife_And_Husband.jpg&by&André&Perron&

"Mireille&Métellus&2014[04[12"&by&Asclepias&[&Own&work.&Licensed&under&Crea7ve&Commons&AJribu7on[Share&
Alike&3.0&via&Wikimedia&Commons&[&hJp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mireille_M
%C3%A9tellus_2014[04[12.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Mireille_M%C3%A9tellus_2014[04[12.jpg&



food*

Hai)*



language*

Hai)*



natural*resources*

Hai)*
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Week 1- Vocabulary Practice 

Unit 3 Social Studies                          Bridges to Academic Success                             Draft, Winter 2014 

Week 1- Colonize & Independence                                                   Level 1: Identify 
 

natural 
resources 

rich celebrate fight 

colonize take gold free 

control power diamonds sell 

 

1. Things from nature that people use are called _______________. 

 

2. Two examples of natural resources are ___________ and 

_____________. 

 

3. If you _________ these resources, you can be rich.  

 

4. Some people from Europe came to other countries to _________  the 

resources and ____________ the people.  

 

5. When people from one country come to control another country, 

this is called ____________________.  

 

6. People with guns have a lot of ________________. 

 

7. When you want to make decisions and you do not want another 

person to control you, you want to be _________.  

 

8. People ______________ different days in different countries.  They 

dance, have parties, and eat good food! 

 



Week 1- Vocabulary Practice 

Unit 3 Social Studies                          Bridges to Academic Success                             Draft, Winter 2014 

Week 1- Colonize & Independence                                             Level 2:  Apply 
 

natural 
resources 

rich celebrate fight 

colonize take gold free 

control power diamonds sell 

 

Long ago, people from some countries in Europe came to 

other countries.  They came for different reasons, but many people 

came because they wanted  ________________________________.    

They wanted to ________ and __________ these resources to be rich.     

When people come from one country and use power to control 

another country, this is called ___________________.   

 Different countries in Europe colonized different countries in 

Africa, Asia, and the Americas.   For example,  when Spain colonized 

Mexico, they took____________.   In addition, when England 

colonized Sierra Leone, they took ___________________.    

People did not want to be colonized so many people were 

fighting to be _____________. Today in many of your countries, people 

________________ Independence Day.  This is the day your country 

was independent or free from the people who colonized it.   This is a 

very important day for many countries.    



Week 1- Vocabulary Practice 

Unit 3 Social Studies                          Bridges to Academic Success                             Draft, Winter 2014 

Week 2- Colonize & Independence                                              Level 3:  Expand 

 
 
1. Examples of countries in Europe that colonized other countries were   
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
2.  People colonized other countries because ___________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
3.  Examples of natural resources are   ______________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
4.   Some countries had power to colonize other countries because 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
5.  People did not want to be colonized and controlled by another  
 
country so they ________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
6.  Independence Day is important because ____________________________  
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 



Week 1- Vocabulary Practice 

Unit 3 Social Studies                          Bridges to Academic Success                             Draft, Winter 2014 

Draw to show your visualization of two sentences.  Write each sentence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Lesson&6:&&Hispaniola&Long&Ago&
Review&the&slides&with&Hispaniola&today.&&Show&students&the&map&of&
Hispaniola&long&ago,&and&ask&what&they&no:ce.&&&Elicit&differences&
between&the&maps.&&&Introduce&the&Taino&people&using&slide&#5.&&&Use&
SEEETHINK&to&talk&aloud&about&the&picture.&&Then&model&making&a&claim&
star:ng&with&the&Taino&people&(in&red),&and&using&evidence&from&the&
image&as&support&(blue).&&&For&example:&&The$Taino$people$ate$animals.$$
The$picture$shows$Taino$using$bows$and$arrows$to$kill$animals.$$$Give&
each&group&one&picture.&&Partners&or&groups&must&SEEETHINK&orally&
then&write&a&claim&sentences&in&red,&and&&evidence&sentences&in&blue.&&
Each&group&shares,&then&WONDER&as&a&class&to&generate&ques:ons.&&

All$images$a8ribu9ons$in$Taino$and$Columbus$text$



Hispaniola&Long&Ago&



The&Taino&People&





hSp://www.historyfiles.co.uk/images/Americas/Central/
Taino_Na:ves01_full.jpg&



hSp://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/histarch/images/enBasSaline/large/maniocprep_jpg.jpg&







hSp://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/histarch/images/enBasSaline/large/canoe_jpg.jpgS&



Lesson 7- Film Clip & See-Think-Wonder 

Unit 3 Social Studies                   Bridges to Academic Success                       Draft, Winter 2014 

Teacher Notes 

• The purpose of the film clip is to begin to answer the question, “Who moved 
to Hispaniola in 1492?  What were the positive and negative effects?”  Play 
the video clip twice, and create a class See-Think-Wonder chart.  The video 
clip and discussion builds schema and motivation for reading the text in 
Lesson 8.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7deJXU4ZRG0 
 

• Pose the focus questions to students, and partners translate into home 
language.  Ask students if they can answer this question, as you find out what 
they know.  
 
 

• Play the video.  The first time, show the clip all the way through.   (appx. 6 
minutes) Students turn and talk to partners and explain what they 
understood in home language. 
 

• Then show the clip a second time. This time pause after key scenes for 
students to turn and talk again.     Consider posing ‘video dependent 
questions’ and include questions about how the music helps to tell the story.  
 

• Encourage students to use glossaries to support their talk.  
 

• Partners share out and add ideas to the See-Think-Wonder chart.  
 

• Type the See-Think-Wonder list for fluency reading the next day.   Be sure to 
keep this posted throughout the unit, and answer student questions as a 
class as you go through the unit.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who were the indigenous people of the island?  

Who moved to Hispaniola in 1492?  

What were the positive and negative effects?  

WEEK 2-3 Text Draft, Winter 2014 



Who were the indigenous 
people of the island?  

Part 1 2 



Who were the Taino? 

     A long time ago, the Taino people 

lived in the beautiful islands of the 

Caribbean Sea.    They called one island 

“Quisqueya,” but today people call this 

island Hispaniola.  The Taino lived here 

for thousands of years and adapted to 

their environment.   They survived on the 

natural resources of the land and ocean.  

 

 

 
    

3 



How did the Taino survive?  

    
       The Taino believed in 

cooperating, or working together.  

They were generous and they 

shared everything.  They did not 

compete with each other for 

resources.  They were also peaceful.   

The Taino worked together to 

survive.  

4 



What resources came from the ocean?  

   Resources from the Water 

   Quisqueya is an island. As a 

result, Taino children learned to swim 

when they were little.  Taino traveled 

by canoe, and they ate fish and 

turtles from the ocean.  The ocean 

was very important to Taino culture 

and survival.  

5 



What resources came from the land?  

    
       

  Hunting and farming helped 

the Taino survive on the island. 

Because of the climate, fruits and 

vegetables were abundant.  The Taino 

grew squash, beans, peppers, 

peanuts, pineapple, guava, and 

cassava.  They also hunted small birds 

for food.   The Taino traded goods 

from the water and land with other 

indigenous people in the islands.  

6 

Resources from the Land 
farming 

hunting 



What did the Taino believe?  

     The Taino believed that 

ancestors were very important.  

They believed ancestors provided 

protection.   They also believed that 

different gods provided protection.  

The Taino communicated to their 

ancestors and gods by praying to 

zemis.  

7 

Zemi 



Who moved to the 
island in 1492?  Why?  

Part 2 8 



Who came to Quisqueya in 1492?  

     Christopher Columbus 

came to Quisqueya in 1492.   

Columbus was from Italy,  and he 

was a sailor.    

    
   Why did he come to 

Quisqueya?  What 
did he want?  

9 



Where was Columbus from?  
10 

Columbus was born in Italy, 
but later he moved to 
Portugal and Spain.    
 
Circle Italy, Portugal, and 
Spain on the map.  



What was Columbus’s motive? 

     Long ago, Asia had many 

natural resources.   But Europe did 

not have these resources.   Columbus 

wanted to go to Asia for these 

resources.  But he decided to travel 

on a new and different route.   He 

planned to sail west across the 

ocean to Asia.   

 

 

       

11 

$ 



What did most people say about 
Columbus’s plan?  

     Columbus needed ships for 

transportation for his ocean 

voyage, or  journey.   He asked 

many people in different countries 

for money and ships.  But most 

people said, “No Columbus.  This is 

not a good plan. Your plan is 

foolish and dangerous!”    

12 



Who said YES to Columbus?  

     Finally, King Ferdinand and 

Queen Isabella of Spain said, 

“YES!”  They gave ships to Columbus 

because they wanted Columbus to 

bring resources back to Spain. The 

king and queen wanted Spain to be 

rich.    

13 

Can you 
give me 
money 
and 

ships?  

YES we can 
give you 

money and 
ships!  

You must bring 
us the gold 

you find in the 
Indies.  

King Ferdinand & Queen Isabella  



What was Columbus’s journey?  
14 

 In August 1492, Columbus 

and his men left Spain. They 

traveled in three ships across the 

Atlantic Ocean.  They traveled for 

more than the two months on the 

ocean, looking for Asia. The 

journey was long and dangerous. 

 

 

 

 



Where did Columbus arrive?  

       Columbus finally arrived on 

land, but he did NOT arrive in Asia. 

He actually arrived in the Americas,  

in the Caribbean Islands.  First he 

traveled to the Bahamas, then to 

Cuba, and then to Quisqueya.  

Columbus did not know about the 

Americas.  He was lost!  

15 

Caribbean Islands 

Cuba Quisqueya 



What did Columbus do on Quisqueya?  

      

       Columbus thought he was in 

Asia, but he arrived on the beautiful 

island of Quisqueya. He put the 

Spanish flag in the sand and he said, 

“This land is for Spain.”   Columbus 

changed the name of the island to  

‘Hispaniola’ for Spain.  Columbus 

claimed this land for Spain, but the 

Taino lived on this land for thousands 

of years before Columbus arrived.  

16 



What do you think happened? 

         What do you think 

happened when 

Columbus and his men 

made contact with the 

Taino?  

17 



What were the positive and   
negative effects of Columbus’s 
journey? 

Part 3 18 



What did the Taino do?  

      The Taino welcomed 

Columbus and his men.   They gave 

them gifts.  The Taino were friendly 

and generous to Columbus and his 

men, and they had no weapons. 

19 

Welcome!  We 
will help you.  



What did Columbus see?  

      

       Columbus saw the Taino gold.   

He wanted it,  so he forced the Taino 

to bring the gold to him.   The gold 

was Columbus’s motive for sailing 

across the Atlantic.   However, gold 

was scarce on Hispaniola.  

20 

gold 

I want the 
gold.  Bring 
me the gold! 



How did Columbus treat the Taino?  
21 

       When the Spanish colonized 

Hispaniola, they controlled the Taino  

with guns and swords.  Columbus 

and his men treated the Taino with 

violence and forced them to be 

slaves. The Taino worked long hours 

looking for gold.   



How did Columbus punish the Taino?  

       Columbus and his men 

punished Taino.  For example they 

cut off their hands if they did not 

find gold.   In addition, if the Taino 

escaped, then the Spanish hunted 

them with dogs.    The Spanish 

treated the Taino inhumanely.  

22 



How did the Taino die? 
23 

      Thousands of Taino died.  They 

died from forced labor and Spanish 

guns and swords.   Many Taino 

babies died because their mothers 

had no milk.  In addition, many Taino 

killed their own children and killed 

themselves to end their lives as 

slaves.   Others died from disease.   

The Taino population declined, or 

decreased, very fast after 1492. 

disease 



Did the Taino resist the Spanish? 

        The Taino did resist, or fight 

against, the Spanish for many years.   

But the diseases, dogs, swords, and 

guns were too powerful for the 

Taino.  The Spanish had more power 

because of their weapons.   

   

24 



What happened to the Taino population?  
25 

 Year Population 
1492 500,000 

1494 250,000 

1508 60,000 

1519 30,000 

1550 500 

 In one century (100 

years) the Spanish destroyed 

the Taino population. Today, 

indigenous populations live 

in many other countries in the 

world.   But on the island of 

Hispaniola,  most of the 

indigenous Taino people did 

not survive. 
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Why do people move? 

What are the positive and negative effects? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Diaries from Hispaniola 
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 Introduction 
For this project, you will imagine you are different people in history 

on the island of Hispaniola.   We understand history better when 

we can imagine an experience from the point of view of different 

people.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
Diary Entries 
 

Week Entry # Historical Person Topic 
 

3 
 

1 Taino A Day in My Life Before Columbus Arrived 

2 Taino A Day in My Life After Columbus Arrived 

3 Columbus The Day I Arrived on Hispaniola 

4 Columbus Where is the gold?  

 
5 

 

5 West African Slave  A Day in My Life in my Village 

6 West African Slave The Journey across the Atlantic Ocean 

7 West African Slave A Day in my Life on a Sugar Plantation 

6  

*Revise and complete all entries.  

 
 

 
 

Why do people move? 

What are the positive and negative effects? 
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Unit 3 Project Outcomes 

 
SS 3.5 
Effects 

Little to no understanding 
of effects of Columbus 
and African moves to 
Hispaniola.  

Basic understanding of 
effects of Columbus 
and African moves to 
Hispaniola. 

Detailed understanding 
of effects Columbus and 
African moves to 
Hispaniola. 
 

SS 3.6 
Point of View 

Little to no understanding 
of the experience of: 
• Taino 
• Columbus 
• African Slaves 

Basic understanding of 
the experience of: 
• Taino 
• Columbus 
• African Slaves 

Detailed understanding 
of the experience of: 
• Taino 
• Columbus 
• African Slaves 

Outcome 1 3 5 
W1 
 Ideas 

Writes phrases and 
simple sentences 
about a topic.   May 
not be clear.   

Several ideas support 
the topic. Ideas are 
clear but there are few 
details.  

More than 3 key ideas 
developed with details.  
Ideas are clear.  
 

W2 
Paragraph 
Organization 

Related ideas but 
no sense of 
beginning, middle, 
or end.  

Clear beginning and 
middle but no clear 
end, end is abrupt.  

Topic sentence begins 
the paragraph, details 
support in middle and 
conclusion ends.  

W3 
Sentences 

Ideas are mostly in 
fragments or run-ons 
or all simple 
sentences.  

Complete and clear 
sentences, very few 
fragments/ run-ons.  
Writes compound 
sentences.  

Variety of sentence 
lengths and types. 
Writes complex 
sentences.  

W4 
Vocabulary 

Limited vocabulary. 
Common or highly 
practiced words.  

Some variety with words, 
with little repetition.  

Range with academic 
words.  Precise words to 
show meaning.   

W5 
Grammar 

Limited ability to use 
past tense verbs.   
 
May not use signal 
words.  

Some ability to use past 
tense verbs. 
 
Signal words used 
correctly.    

Consistent ability to use 
past tense verbs.  
 
Range of signal words 
used correctly.  

W6 
Conventions 
 
 

No capital letter at 
the beginning or for 
names. 
 
No periods at the 
end of sentences.  
 

Capital at beginning 
and with names of 
people.   
 
Periods at end of 
sentences, question 
mark if needed.  

Capital at beginning and 
for names, days, months, 
countries.  
 
Period at the end and 
comma if compound/ 
complex sentence.  

W7 
Spelling 

High frequency 
words are not 
spelled correctly.  

Some errors in spelling 
but don’t interfere with 
meaning.    

Few to no errors in 
spelling, except with 
words not taught.  

W8 
Handwriting 
and  
formatting 

Spacing and 
handwriting are 
irregular and/or 
hard to decipher. 
 
Pictures are not 
clear/ neat.  

Spacing is consistent 
and handwriting is easy 
to interpret. Paragraphs 
are indented or 
blocked. 
 
Pictures are clear/ neat. 

Spacing and handwriting 
are conventional and 
consistent.  Paragraphs 
are indented.    
 
Pictures enhance project 
content.  
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Diary Entry #1: TAINO 

 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Draw a day in your life in the year 1490.   
 

A Day in the Life of a Taino Person Before Columbus Arrives 

Morning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Afternoon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Night 
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Diary Entry #1: TAINO 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Directions:   Write key words to describe a day in your life in the year 1490.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

A Day in the Life of a Taino Person Before Columbus Arrives 

 

A Day in 
my Life 
in 1490 
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Diary Entry #1: TAINO 
 
 
 
 
 

Directions:  Write paragraphs to describe a day in your life in the year 1490.   
Write using “I” or “we” because you are writing as a Taino person in history.  
 

In the morning,_________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

In the afternoon, _______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

At night, _______________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

When I go to sleep, I think about _______________________________  

I feel _____________________because ___________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

A Day in the Life of a Taino Person Before Columbus Arrives 
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Diary Entry #2: TAINO 

 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Draw a day in your life in the year 1493.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

A Day in the Life of a Taino Person After Columbus Arrives 
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Diary Entry #2: TAINO 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Write key words to describe a day in your life in the year 1493. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

A Day in the Life of a Taino Person After Columbus Arrives 

A Day in 
my Life 
in 1493 
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Diary Entry #2: TAINO 
 
 
 
 

 
Directions:  Write paragraphs to describe a day in your life in the year 1493.  

 
 

In the morning,_________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

In the afternoon, _______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

At night, _______________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

When I go to sleep, I think about _______________________________  

I feel _____________________because ____________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

A Day in the Life of a Taino Person After Columbus Arrives 
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Diary Entry #3: COLUMBUS 
 
 
 
 

 
Directions:   Draw the day you arrived on the island in 1492.   
 

 

The Day Columbus Arrived on the Island 
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Diary Entry #3: COLUMBUS 
 
 
 
 

 
Directions:   Write key words to describe the day you arrived on the island.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Day Columbus Arrived on the Island 

The Day 
I Arrived 
on the 
Island 
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Diary Entry #3: COLUMBUS 
 
 
 
 

 
Directions:  Write paragraphs to describe the day you arrived on the island.   
 
 
Today we finally arrived on land.   The people ___________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

I want _________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

I think __________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

The Day Columbus Arrived on the Island 
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Diary Entry #4: COLUMBUS 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions: Draw what is happening with the gold and the Taino people.     
 

Where is the gold?  
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Diary Entry #4: COLUMBUS 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:  Write key words to describe what is happening with the gold and 
the Taino people.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Where is the gold?  
 

The people are 
not bringing 
me gold.  
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Diary Entry #4: COLUMBUS 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:  Write paragraphs to explain what is happening with the gold and 
the Taino people.    This is cause and effect so use signal words:  
 

because so As a result Therefore 

 
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Where is the gold?  
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Diary Entry #5: WEST AFRICAN  
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Draw a day in your life in your village in the year 1505.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Day in the Life of a West African Person Before Slavery 
Arrives 
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Diary Entry #5: WEST AFRICAN  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Write key words to describe the day you arrived on the island.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Day in the Life of a West African Person Before Slavery 
Arrives 

 

A Day in 
my Life 
in 1505 
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Diary Entry #5: WEST AFRICAN  
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:  Write paragraphs to describe a day in your life in the year 1505.  

 
 

In the morning,_________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

In the afternoon, _______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

At night, _______________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

When I go to sleep, I think about _______________________________  

I feel _____________________because ____________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

A Day in the Life of a West African Person Before Slavery 
Arrives 
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Diary Entry #6: WEST AFRICAN  
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Draw your journey to Hispaniola across the Atlantic Ocean in 
1510.   
 

The Journey across the Atlantic Ocean 
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Diary Entry #6: WEST AFRICAN  
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Write key words to describe your journey on the ship in 1510.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Journey across the Atlantic Ocean 
 

My 
journey 
on the 
ship in 
1510 
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Diary Entry #6: WEST AFRICAN  
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:  Write paragraphs to describe your journey on the ship in 1510.   
 
 
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

The Journey across the Atlantic Ocean 
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Diary Entry #7: WEST AFRICAN 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Draw a day in your life on a sugar plantation in 1510.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Day in the Life of a Slave on a Sugar Plantation  
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Diary Entry #7: WEST AFRICAN 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:   Write key words to describe a day in your life on a sugar 
plantation in 1510.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

A Day in 
my Life 
in 1510 

A Day in the Life of a Slave on a Sugar Plantation  
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Diary Entry #7: WEST AFRICAN 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:  Write paragraphs to describe your life on a sugar plantation in 
1510.  
 

In the morning,_________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

In the afternoon, _______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

At night, _______________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

When I go to sleep, I think about _______________________________  

I feel _____________________because ____________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 
I dream _______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

A Day in the Life of a Slave on a Sugar Plantation  
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Week 2- Content & Language Practice 

Taino                                                                                                   Level 1: Identify 
 

cooperate generous peaceful share 

diet trade farmers communicate 

pray protect believe island 

 

1. When you give some food to your friend you ________. 

2. Someone who shares and gives a lot is ______________________. 

3. When you work together with other people you ______________. 

4. When you talk and listen to others you _______________________. 

5. Land that has water all around it is an ___________________. 

6. In different religions, people _______________ in different ideas.  

7. When you communicate with your god you _________________. 

8. What you eat is called your _______________.  

9. People who do not like to fight are _______________________. 

10. When you exchange things with another person, you _________.  

11. When you take care of someone you _________________ them.  

12. _____________ are people who work on the land and grow 

plants for food.  

 

 



Week 2- Content & Language Practice 

Taino                                                                                           Level 2:  Apply 
 

cooperate generous peaceful share 

diet trade farmers communicate 

pray protect believe island 

 

The Taino lived on the _____________ of Quisqueya.     For Taino, 

it was very important for everyone to _____________ or work together.     

Also, the Taino were not greedy people.   They shared everything, so 

they were _______________.  Finally, the Taino were ______________.  

They did not like to fight.  

 The Taino survived on natural resources on Quisqueya.     They 

took fish and turtles from the water.  Taino also worked on the land 

as ___________________.  They grew many plants for food.   Everything 

in the Taino _____________, all of their food, came from the water and 

the land.  Taino in different villages _____________ or exchanged 

things  

 Taino ______________ in different gods and ancestors.   They 

believed that gods and ancestors _________________ them.    The 

Taino made zemis and they ________________ to the zemis.    This was 

a way to __________________ with their gods and ancestors.   



Week 2- Content & Language Practice 

Taino                                                                                               Level 3:  Expand 
 
 
1. Taino cooperated when they _________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
2.  Taino were peaceful because they __________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
3.  The Taino were generous because they ______________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
4.  The Taino diet included _____________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
5.  The Taino believed that ______________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
6.  The Taino traded ___________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
 
7.  When they prayed, the Taino communicated with ____________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 



Week 2- Content & Language Practice 

Draw to show your visualization of two sentences.  Write each sentence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Causes of Columbus’s Journey 
 

 
 Cause: 

Cause:  

Cause:  

Event (effect) 
 

Columbus arrived on 
Hispaniola.  
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Positive Effects of Columbus’s Journey for the Spanish 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Effect:  

Effect:  
 

Effect:  
 

Event (cause)  

Columbus arrived 
on Hispaniola.  



Group ____: 
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Negative Effects of Columbus’s Journey for the Taino 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Effect:  

Effect:  
 

Effect:  
 

Event (cause)  

Columbus arrived 
on Hispaniola.  
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Teacher Directions:  Group Task- Claim Evidence 
 
Review of this Task 
Following the claim-evidence routine for Weeks 3 and 5, the group claim-evidence 
work is a collaborative response to the week’s focus questions.  The goal is to push 
students back into the text they just read, to find evidence to support a claim.  
 
This task repeats across subjects and units.  Details about the task can be found in 
Unit 2, Lessons 11-12, as it was introduced there. This serves as the foundation for 
Unit 3 work.    Use your judgment to determine how much scaffolding students need 
for this task here in Unit 3. Consider using the paragraphs that were generated in 
Unit 2, with the Salt and Gold trade, to support this work in Unit 3.  
 
This task in Week 3 and again in Week 5 is to prepare students for the deeper claim 
evidence work in Week 7.  This will include a PSA video, and paragraph writing, on 
the impact of different groups moving to the island of Hispaniola throughout history.  
 
Although this was mentioned in the Unit 2, Lessons 11-12 document, the importance 
of oral claim-evidence responses to teacher and student questions is worth 
restating.   The more students are stretched to make claims and support with 
evidence in their daily oral responses to class questions, the more this scaffolds the 
more challenging task of writing claim-evidence paragraphs.  
 
Guidance for Week 3 
Like Unit 2, Unit 3 focuses on cause and effect relationships, which is critical for 
understanding history.   For Unit 3, the Week 2-3 focus questions are:  
 
• Why did Columbus come to Hispaniola in 1492?   
• What were the positive and negative effects?  
 
Because there are three main topics embedded in these questions (Columbus’s 
motives, positive effects, and negative effects), consider assigning one of these 
three topics to each group (with a few groups doing the same topic if needed).  
 
Generate the claims as a class in response to the questions, which might result in 
the following.  Remember to color code according to the directions in the routine.  
 
• Columbus’s came to Hispaniola because he wanted resources.  

• Columbus’s journey to Hispaniola had positive effects for the Spanish.  

• Columbus’s journey to Hispaniola had negative effects for the Taino.  

 
Each group then works to find evidence to support this claim fro the text.   First 
groups write key words into a cause-effect graphic organizer (uploaded in L.11-12).  
then use the organizer to generate evidence sentences.   Model this as needed.   
 
Follow the presentation directions (or ones your have modified) from Unit 2. 
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Teacher Directions: Hot Seat 
 
Point of View (POV): Thinking, Talking and Writing in Unit 3 

Thinking like a historian requires an understanding and analysis of point of view.  
Unit 3 pushes students to consider the same events through the eyes of different 
historical figures, as they consider how WHO tells the story shapes WHAT is told.   
 
The following activities throughout Unit 3 (and extended into Unit 4) support the 
critical Social Students disciplinary lens of point of view:  
 
• Hot Seat 

• Who might have said this?  

• Mind Map 

• Historical Diary Writing 

 
Hot Seat in Lesson 13 
 
The Hot Seat activity in Lesson 13 is a critical pre writing activity, as it pushes 
students to integrate the content knowledge and oral language from Weeks 1-2 
that they will need to write from the point of view of historical figures on the 
island of Hispaniola.  
 
This writing in Week 3 (and again in Week 5) will be the first draft of the Historical 
Diary from Hispaniola project.  Students will revise these drafts in Week 6 and add 
images and other text features to complete the project.  
 
A summary of the Hot Seat lesson is below, but see the Teacher’s Guide for a 
more detailed explanation of Hot Seat as a Bridges “Power Method.”  
 
Curriculum> Teacher’s Guide> Implementing Instruction> Section 3.4 (pg. 26) 
 
http://bridges.ws.gc.cuny.edu/files/2013/08/Implementing-Instruction.pdf 
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Lesson 13- Hot Seat 
 
• In Lesson 13, each table will practice asking and answering questions to two 

historical figures on Hispaniola: a Taino man or woman and Columbus. Tables 
must prepare questions that target key points about Hispaniola,that can be 
answered from the text.    

 
• A few tables are assigned the task of developing questions for a Taino 

person.  These include questions to a Taino man or woman about culture, 
natural resources, and survival on the island, as well as how life changed for 
the Taino people after the arrival of Columbus and his men.     

 
• The remaining tables are assigned the task of preparing questions for 

Columbus that target his motives, journey, and treatment of the Taino.  
 

• Following a model, tables go back into the text to prepare questions.  
Groups are given 15 minutes to generate and write questions on index cards.   

 
• After groups have generated questions, and following a model, one student 

plays the Taino or Colmbus role as the others in the group ask questions.   
Tables are given at least 10 minutes for this part of the lesson.  

 
• The person in the Hot Seat at the table answers the questions, going back 

into the text as needed.  Other group members support the Hot Seat student 
to answer the questions.  The table work is rehearsal for the whole class Hot 
Seat. 

 
• After tables prepare questions and practice playing the roles of the historical 

figures at their tables, volunteers are called to the Hot Seat in the front of the 
room for the remainder of the class.  This gives different students the chance 
to play the role of the historical people and also gives students at tables a 
chance to ask the questions they created and practiced at their tables.    

 
• If a student in the Hot Seat cannot answer a question at all, another student 

can volunteer to take the Hot Seat to respond.  
 
• Student responses must be historically accurate when there is supporting 

evidence in the text.  But students must also be encouraged to infer, based 
on their knowledge of the geographical and historical context.   

 
• As a closing, debrief the Hot Seat activity by recapping important points 

from each perspective.    
 
• A warm-up for the following lesson might include a “Whose might have said 

this?” sort.  Create strips of statements that might have been uttered by 
Columbus or a Taino.  Groups work to read the sentences and sort into things 
a Taino or Columbus might have said.  When they share, they must justify 
their choices using text evidence.  

 



Lesson&14:&Point&of&View0Warm&Up&
Who$might$have$said$this?$$

Before$students$begin$wri6ng$their$historical$point$of$view$diaries,$use$this$warm$up$to$
further$support$student$understanding$of$point$of$view.$$$Yesterday’s$Hot$Seat$ac6vity$
supported$this$understanding$as$well.$$But$in$this$warm$up$students$decide$Who$might$
have$(maybe)$said$this?$As$they$read$and$sort$strips$under$the$right$historical$person.$$$If$it$
is$‘another$person’$push$students$to$explain$what$we$DO$know$about$this$person$from$the$
statement.$$
$
Distribute$to$each$table$this$set$of$sentence$strips$in$addi6on$to$the$images$of$Columbus$
and$Taino..$Students$take$turns$reading$each$strip$aloud,$and$deciding$who$might$have$
said$this.$$$They$must$jus6fy$their$choice,$and$underline$the$key$words$that$served$as$
clues.$$Use$this$as$a$model$to$design$other$Who$might$have$said$this?$ac6vi6es$in$
subsequent$weeks.$$
$
Note:&&&Several$of$these$quotes$are$from$the$diaries$of$Columbus$and$De$las$Casas,$as$well$
as$from$the$picture$book$The$Encounter$by$Jane$Yolen.$$Other$statements$were$made$up.$$
$



Columbus&



Taino&



Another&Person&



• I$want$to$find$gold$in$
Asia.$

• I$know$the$world$is$
round.$$If$I$sail$west$by$
ship,$I$will$arrive$in$Asia.$



• We$will$give$you$three$
ships$and$men.$$But$you$
must$bring$the$gold$back$
to$Spain.$$

• That$is$a$bad$plan!$$$It$
is$foolish$and$
dangerous.$$



• $It$is$our$culture$to$welcome$
strangers,$to$give$them$
tobacco$leaf,$to$feast$(eat)$
with$them,$and$to$trade$giRs.$$

• The$stranger$made$a$noise$
with$his$mouth,$not$like$
talking$but$like$the$barking$
of$a$yellow$dog.$$



• This$land$is$called$
Espaniola$(Hispaniola)!$$$I$
discovered$this$land$and$I$
claim$this$land$for$Spain.$$
• Every$man$and$woman,$
every$boy$or$girl$fourteen$
years$or$older$must$find$
gold$for$us!$$



• See$how$pale$(white)$
they$are.$$No$one$can$
be$that$color….$
• Hispaniola$is$a$miracle…mountains,$
hills,$plains$and$pastures,$are$both$
fer6le$and$beau6ful….and$there$are$
many…rivers$which$contain$gold$



• Before$the$strangers$came,$no$
one$was$hungry.$$We$had$peace$
and$we$shared.$$$$Now$we$are$
suffering$as$slaves$in$our$own$
land.$$

•  $…they$came$swimming$to$the$
ships…and$brought$us$giRs,$and$
we$exchanged$(traded)$them$for$
other$things.$$



•  $$

• They$are$well$built,$with$
handsome$bodies$and$very$good$
faces….They$should$be$good$
servants$….$

• The$people$are$also$very$gentle$
(peaceful).$$$They$do$not$bear$(carry)$
arms$(weapons)$….They$are$full$of$
love.$



•  Tell$me$what$right$do$you$have$kill$the$
Indians?$What$have$they$ever$done$to$
you?$$And$why$do$you$make$them$
slaves?$$You$aWack$them$and$torture$
them.$$

•  $$
$…husbands$died$in$the$mines,$
wives$died$at$work,$and$children$
died$from$lack$of$milk$



Week$2$!
Timeline!of!Hispaniola!

This!ac0vity!should!be!used!a7er!reading!the!text,!as!a!comprehension!check!and!
possible!warm!up.!!Groups!collaborate!to!build!the!0meline!by!sequencing!pictures,!
calcula0ng!years!ago,!as!well!as!reading!and!matching!sentences.!!Students!underline!
key!words!in!the!text!that!helped!them!connect!to!the!pictures.!!If!students!have!not!
yet!calculated!years!ago!in!math,!you!will!need!to!model!this.!!
!
In!the!debrief,!ask!students!to!look!at!the!last!two!slides,!and!to!separate!them!
because!there!is!a!gap!of!500!years.!!Ask!students!to!look!at!people!from!long!ago!in!
Hispaniola,!and!the!people!today.!!Ask!students!what!they!know!about!what!
happened.!Listen!to!what!students!think!and!know!and!chart!their!predic0ons,!
without!giving!informa0on.!!The!arrival!of!Africans!on!the!island!is!the!content!of!
Weeks!4I5.!!
!
!



700$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago$



1484!!!!!!!!!!!_____!years!ago!
I!live!in!Europe,!but!
there!are!resources!

in!Asia!!



1492$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago!



1492$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago!



1492$$$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago!



1492$$$$$$_____!years!ago$$$$$

hMp://americanindiansource.com/clip_image00210.jpg!



1493-1550$$$_____!years!ago$$



2014$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago$!



!!!!!!!!!!The!Taino!people!were!
the!indigenous!people!of!

the!island.!They!called!the!

island!Quisqueya.!!They!

survived!on!the!natural!

resources!of!the!water!and!

land.!!The!Taino!people!

lived!peacefully!and!

coopera0vely.!

!!!!!!!!!Columbus!lived!in!

Europe.!!He!knew!about!

the!resources!in!Asia,!

and!he!wanted!these!

resources.!!!He!wanted!

to!travel!a!different!

route!to!Asia.!He!

wanted!to!sail!west!

across!the!Atlan0c!

Ocean.!!



!
!!!!!!Columbus!le7!Spain!in!
with!his!men!and!three!
ships.!!He!knew!the!
world!was!round,!so!
they!sailed!west!across!
the!Atlan0c!Ocean.!
They!sailed!for!more!
than!two!months!
looking!for!Asia.!!

!
!!!!!The!ships!finally!arrived!
in!the!Caribbean!islands.!!
The!Taino!welcomed!the!
men!to!the!island.!!!When!
Columbus!got!off!the!ship,!!!
he!put!the!flag!of!Spain!in!
the!sand!and!said,!“This!!
land!is!for!Spain.”!He!did!!
not!know!this!land!was!!
the!Americas.!!
!
!



!
!
!!!Columbus!saw!the!Taino!!
wearing!gold.!!He!wanted!!
the!gold!so!he!could!be!!
rich.!!

!
!
!!!!!Columbus!and!his!men!!
enslaved!the!Taino.!!They!!
forced!them!to!look!for!!
gold.!They!worked!many!!
hours!in!a!dangerous!job,!
for!no!pay.!!Taino!life!was!!
very!different!a7er!!
Columbus!arrived.!!
!



!
!

!!!!The!Taino!popula0on!!

declined!very!fast.!!!!The!!

Taino!people!died!from!!

work,!disease,!and!the!!

guns,!swords,!and!dogs!!

that!the!Spanish!

colonizers!used.!!

Today!there!is!no!Taino!!

popula0on!on!Hispaniola,!!

although!many!people!have!!

Taino!ancestors.!Many!people!!

live!in!the!two!countries!on!

the!island!of!Hispaniola,!!

Dominican!Republic!and!Hai0.!!!!

•  Who$are$these$people?$$$

•  Where$are$they$from?$$
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Columbus                                                                                             Level 1: Identify 
 

route famous trade motive 

plan valuable sail-sailor journey 

destination silk spices gold 

 
 

1. The place you want to go is your _______________________. 

2. Your idea for how to do something is your ___________. 

3. Something that is important or can bring you a lot of money is 

______________________.   

4.  A ________________ is a very long trip. 

5.  The way you go when you travel is your ____________.   You can 

show this on a map.  

6.  When you give me something and I give you something, we ____. 

7.  Why you do something is your _________________.  

8.  People use ________ to make jewelry.   

9.  People use ________ to make beautiful clothes.  

10.  People use _________ to make food taste good.  

11.  When you travel on the ocean you ____________.   

12.  A person who works on a boat is a _____________________. 

13.  When many people in the world know you, you are _____________. 
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Columbus                                                                                             Level 2:  Apply 
 

route famous trade motive 

plan valuable sail-sailor journey 

destination silk spices gold 

 

Long ago in Europe, Columbus learned about Asia.   He wanted to 

go to there so this was his __________________.     Columbus had different 

_______________ or reasons for going to Asia.    

First, he wanted resources.  He wanted the ____________, silk and 

__________________ in Asia.    Gold was very __________________.  So if 

Columbus could sell gold, he could he could be rich.    

Also, Columbus wanted to be __________________ because he was 

traveling to Asia using on a new route.    Columbus was a _____________ 

so he knew a lot about the ocean.   It was dangerous to travel from 

Europe to Asia by land, so his ________was to travel west, across the 

Atlantic Ocean, to arrive in Asia.  

In 1492, Columbus said goodbye to Spain.   He traveled with three 

ships and many sailors.   The ______________ was very long because the 

Atlantic Ocean was very big.   They did not see land for many days.    

Finally, they arrived in the Caribbean Islands.    But Columbus was 

thinking, “We are in Asia!”  
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Columbus                                                                                             Level 3: Expand 
 

1.  Columbus’s destination was  ____________________________________ 
 
 
 
2.   Silk, spices and gold were valuable because ___________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
3. His motives for travel were _________________________________ and  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 

4.  Columbus had a plan to travel a new route.   His plan was 

to_______________________________________________________________ 

 

5.  Columbus’s journey was long because _________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

6.  Columbus never arrived at his destination of Asia because ______ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Draw to show your visualization of two sentences.  Write each sentence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Contact & Effects                                                                                   Level 1: Identify 

treat positive effect invade force 

slave free resist strange 

negative effect discover disease inhumane 

 

1. ____________________ is to find something new.  

2. _________________ is when you go to another place to attack and 

control the people.  

3. ______________ is when you take something and say, “This is for me!” 

4. A ____________ is a bad sickness in your body. 

5. When something is new and different to you it is _____________.  

6. When you make someone do something they don’t want to do, 

you _______________ them.  

7. A ___________ is a person who is forced to work for no pay. 

8. The way you act with someone is how you _______________ them. 

9. When you fight back or say, “NO!” you _______________. 

10. When you do not treat someone like a human, you are __________. 

11.  Some good that happens is a ______________________. 

12.  Something bad that happens is a ______________.  

13. If you can make decisions for yourself, you are ________.  
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Contact & Effects                                                                            Level 2:  Apply 
 

treat positive  invade force 

slave free resist strange 

negative  discover disease inhumane 

 

Columbus journey to Hispaniola changed life for the Taino.   

Some people say Columbus ________________ Hispaniola or found a 

‘new’ place.  But other people say he ____________ Hispaniola or took 

control of the land and people.   

The Taino did not know the Spanish, so they were 

_________________.  But they welcomed and helped Columbus and 

his men.   Columbus put the Spanish flag in the sand and he said, 

“This land is for Spain!”  

The Spanish ___________the Taino very badly.   They were 

___________  and did not treat the Taino like humans.   The Spanish 

wanted gold, so they ___________ the Taino to find gold.   The Taino 

were ____________ for the Spanish because they worked by force for 

no pay.   Other Taino got sick and died from ___________.  
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Many Taino died, but many Taino did ____________.   Some 

Taino fought against the Spanish.   Others escaped into the 

mountains.   But the Spanish weapons gave them more power.  

Columbus’s travels were good for Columbus and Spain but bad 

for the Taino.   Spain colonized the island and Columbus was 

famous.  These were ________________________ for Columbus and 

Spain.     

But the Taino lost their land, were forced to be slaves, and died. 

Taino life and culture was destroyed with Columbus’s journey to the 

island.    These were ___________________ for the Taino. 
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Contact & Effects                                                                              Level 3:  Expand 
 
 
1.   Columbus and his men treated the Taino inhumanely.  
 
They ___________________________________________________  and  
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.  The Taino resisted Columbus and his men by ___________________ 
 
and __________________________________________________________. 
 
 
3.    Some people say Columbus discovered Hispaniola because he  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other people say Columbus invaded Hispaniola because he  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4.    Columbus’s journey to Hispaniola had positive effects for Columbus  
 
and Spain  because _______________________________________.  
 
However, his journey had negative effects for the Taino because   
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________. 
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Draw to show your visualization of two sentences.  Write each sentence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 

Who moved to Hispaniola beginning in 1511?  

Why did they come? 

What were the positive and negative effects? 

 

 

WEEK 4-5 Text 

1 



     The Portuguese were expert ship builders 

and sailors.   They sailed to West Africa in 

1415 and saw many natural resources like 

gold, diamonds, and Ivory.   Many people 

in Europe wanted these valuable resources.  

When did some Europeans come to West Africa?  

2 

gold 
diamonds 

ivory 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 
  

 



What other resources did people want?  

      Humans are also a valuable resource.   

In history, people traded gold, salt, 

diamonds, and people as slaves.  Many 

groups of people in history enslaved others. 

Enslave means to force someone to be a 

slave.    Slaves are not free, so no one 

chooses to be a slave.    

  

3 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 
  

 



Why do people enslave others? 
4 

      People take and own slaves for different 

reasons.   One reason is for labor, or work.  

First, Columbus enslaved the Taino to find 

gold.   But there was little gold on the island 

and most of the Taino were dead. 

      So Columbus decided to grow sugar as a 

crop to sell.   He brought sugar cane from 

Europe, and the tropical climate was perfect 

for this crop.   But The Spanish needed labor 

to grow sugar.  The Taino were gone, so his 

plan was to use African slaves. 

Main Idea: 
 
 

Main Idea: 
 
 

sugar cane 



Why did some Europeans enslave people from Africa?  

      Spanish, and some other European 

colonizers, went to Africa to find workers for 

plantations in the Americas. Plantations are 

very big farms where people grow crops to 

sell.  

      If slaves worked for free on plantations, 

then colonizers made profits.  Profit is the 

money you make when you sell something.   If 

you do not pay people who work for you, then 

you make higher profits.  Colonizers 

enslaved people on plantations for profit. 

5 

Slaves on a sugar plantation 

Main Idea: 
 
 

Main Idea: 
 
 



Why did people leave their land? 

      People did not choose to leave their 

land and their families as slaves.  They came 

by force, as traders kidnapped people from 

their villages and families using guns and 

chains.   European cultures were not stronger 

or better.  However,  guns and chains gave 

them power to control and enslave others. 

6 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 
 
 

gun 

chains 



How did people travel from Africa to the Americas? 

      The forced journey from West Africa to 

the Americas was called the Trans Atlantic 

Slave Trade.   Colonizers forced slaves onto 

ships, in chains, across the Atlantic Ocean.  

      The ships were inhumane, and the 

journey was long.   Disease killed many 

people.   Others jumped into the ocean to 

kill themselves.   Many people did not 

survive.   Only the strongest slaves 

survived this terrible journey.    

7 

Main Idea: 
 
 

Main Idea: 
 
 



Where did they arrive?  

8 

Most slaves went to 
the Americas.   
 
1. What countries 
did they go to?  
_______________ 
_______________ 
_______________ 
 
2. Circle the island 
of Hispaniola on the 
map.  
 
3. Who were the 5 
colonizers who 
traded slaves in the 
Americas?  
_______________ 
_______________ 
_______________ 
_______________ 
_______________ 
 
 

 

AFRICA 

NORTH 
AMERICA 

SOUTH 
AMERICA 

EUROPE 

Atlantic Ocean 

Pacific Ocean 



Who were the people who came in the ships?  

      Africa is not a country or a language.   

It is a big continent with many different 

ethnic groups.   Slaves were called 

‘Africans’ when they arrived in the Americas, 

but they did not say, “I am African.”   They 

said, “I am Mandinka” or “I am Fulani” or “I 

am Hausa.”   People on the terrible ships 

spoke many different languages and brought 

many different cultures, music and 

traditions with them.  

9 

Main Idea: 
 
 

I am 
Hausa.  

I am 
Mandinka. 

I am 
Fulani.  



How many people did colonizers enslave? 

      Millions of people were taken as 

slaves.   Only some Europeans enslaved 

others, including the Spanish, English, 

French, Portuguese and Dutch colonizers.  

Historians say that Europeans stole more 

than 12,000,000 slaves from Africa 

during this terrible time in history.     

10 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 
 

4,000,000 

2,500,000 

1,600,000 

500,000 

28,000 2,500,000 

Portugal 

Britain 

France 

Netherlands 

Denmark 

Spain 



    What happened to slaves on Hispaniola?  

      Most slaves on Hispaniola worked on 

sugar plantations.   The work was 

inhumane, difficult and dangerous.   Slaves 

worked everyday, all day, often with 

beatings from masters or overseers.   Slaves 

made no money from their work on  

plantations.   But the Spanish colonizers 

made high profits from selling sugar in 

Europe.  

11 

The master is the 
person who 
owns slaves.  

Main Idea: 
 
 
 sugar plantation 



Did people go to Haiti as slaves?  

      The Spanish colonized Hispaniola first, 

but the French arrived on the island in the 

1600s.   The French colonized the western 

part of the island, and today this is Haiti.   

The French had many sugar plantations, 

so they needed many slaves for labor.   

The French, like the Spanish, made profits 

from selling sugar.   

12 

Haiti was a 
French colony. 

Dominican 
Republic was a 
Spanish colony. 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 



Did slaves fight back?  

      For almost 400 years of the Trans Atlantic 

Slave Trade, people resisted.   Slaves killed 

themselves,  killed masters,  stopped working, 

and organized rebellions.  Others escaped into 

the mountains and survived.   From the 

beginning of the slave trade, slaves fought to 

be free.  They used the resources of their 

cultures, languages, and religions to fight 

back.  

13 

slave rebellion 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 
 



Who were slave heroes?  

      Every person who was kidnapped, 

enslaved, and forced on a terrible ship to 

the Americas was a hero.   No one chose this 

life of chains and labor with no freedom.   

But millions of people survived, and their 

cultures and traditions survived.   People in 

the Americas with African ancestors can say, 

“My ancestors were heroes and survivors.”  

14 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 
 

My ancestors 
are from Africa.  

They were 
heroes and 
survivors! 



What did people bring from Africa? 

      Enslaved people did not bring suitcases 

from Africa, but they brought many resources 

to survive.   They brought culture, language, 

religion, stories, knowledge, music and 

traditions.   Slave owners tried to take all of 

these from Africans, but this was not possible.    

People fought to keep their culture. 

15 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 
 



How did the slave trade affect Africa?  

      The people who traded slaves took 

millions of people from their communities 

and families. The African population 

decreased because millions of people were 

kidnapped.   400 years of slavery had 

terrible effects for Africa, it’s people and 

economies.  

 

16 

Main Idea: 
 
 
 
 

Elmina, 
Ghana 

Kibera, 
Nairobi, 
Kenya  



How did the slave trade affect Europe?  

      In contrast, the slave trade had many 

positive effects for European colonizers.   

Profits from sugar and other resources 

went to England, France, Spain, Portugal 

and the Netherlands. 

      Slaves worked for free, so colonizers 

became rich.   The United States also 

became rich from the work of slaves.  

Slave labor made the economies of Europe 

and the US very strong.    
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How did slavery affect Hispaniola?  

      Problems in many countries today are 

connected to colonization and slavery from a 

long time ago.   In the Dominican Republic 

and Haiti today, many people with African 

ancestors struggle with racism, inequality 

and poverty.   This is also true in many other 

countries in the Americas, including the United 

States.   The treatment of blacks today in the 

Americas is connected to colonization and 

slavery in history.  
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What other ways did colonization and slavery affect the Americas?  
 

      Most people in the Americas have different 

ancestors or ‘roots’ from different parts of the 

world.   If you look at people today in the US, 

the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Honduras, Brazil 

and other countries you can see African, 

European, indigenous, and other roots.   If you 

look at the at food, music and culture in the 

Americas, you can also see, hear and taste 

different ‘roots.’   It is important for people to 

know their roots.  
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What did people from the Americas, Europe, Africa 
and Asia exchange during colonization and slavery?  

      When people move, they bring things and 

ideas with them.   These include foods, animals, 

diseases, guns, languages, religion, stories, 

music, and culture.   This exchange of goods, 

culture and ideas when people move is called 

cultural diffusion.  
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The Columbian Exchange 
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What do you see and hear in your country today that traveled through the 
Columbian Exchange? 

Inset Map of Columbian Exchange 



Why is it important to understand history? 

      History helps to explain the people, 

music, food, language, and culture we see  

today.   If you understand who lived in a 

place long ago, who arrived, why they came, 

and what happened, then you better 

understand the world today.   It is important 

for people to know their roots, their 

ancestors and where they came from.  

Knowledge is power! 
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